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We are grateful to live and work with people from
across many traditional and unceded territories,
covering all regions of British Columbia.
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PROLOGUE

The sea has stories to tell. And if
you listen closely, you will hear the
whispers of the deep, the voices
of the original people, and the
calls for adventure. The stories
are of monument and memory.
Of fable and fortune. Of survival
and strength. But they are not
done. There are pages yet to be
written. Pages for you to colour,
to write, to make your own.
You can be a part of the story.
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A DIVERSE
SECTOR FOR
DIVERSE PEOPLE
What do a Scottish immigrant and
a submarine have in common? Or
what does a 12-year old’s love of
math and ocean engineering have
in common?
The answer is simple: the marine
industry.
The marine industry is a diverse
sector for a diverse people. It is a
place where you can belong.
A place for you.
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WHAT IS THE MARINE
INDUSTRY?
The marine industry of BC is an ecoconscious sector reinventing the traditional
means of shipbuilding and manufacturing
into a seascape of opportunities with
advanced technology and innovative ideas to
sustain our communities and economies on
the Pacific Coast.
It has a story that needs your narratives,
your experiences, your abilities to create
something that will outlive your lifetime.
The marine industry is you.
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INDIGENOUS

RESPECTING THE COMMUNITY.
RESPECTING THE EARTH.
Economic growth isn’t just money. It is people. It is the
community. It is the restoration of equality, recognizing
the rights and richness of Indigenous People who
deserve reconciliation and the fulfillment of all calls
to action (United Nations Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples & Truth and Reconciliation Calls to
Action).
Members of the marine industry recognize the
significance of this growth and the ways in which
creating equal spaces for Indigenous Communities and
valuing their lives and history is the only path forward.
This is vital and essential in forming a more respectful,
dignifying, and mindful workplace.
The marine industry is developing proactive
partnerships with multiple Indigenous-led organizations
and First Nation Communities. The Marine Training
Program, carried out within the Oceans Protection Plan,
provided entry level Transport Canada certifications to
Indigenous Mariners and those interested in a marine
career experience out at sea but close to home. The
Aboriginal Community Career Employment Services
Society (ACCESS) is another partner providing training
and career preparation for the marine industry. These
partnerships along with others are essential in shaping,
informing and teaching the marine industry how to
value and integrate Indigenous practices, cultures and
perspectives.
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With Indigenous-led initiatives and Indigenous operated facilities, the
imprint of the marine industry is changing – and for the better. Traditional
knowledge means tangible processes that can be applied to the evolving
nature of the marine industry.
Indigenous perspectives and Oral Traditions in caring for the earth and
caring for people are the voices needed to influence the marine industry.
Indigenous people leading and funding initiatives are essential to the marine
industry’s effort to build things that last – just like their legacy.
This is why respect and care for the earth are significant parts of the
marine industry’s current focus.
Creating green solutions for life in water and life
around sea is also foundational to Indigenous
partnerships. Renewable energy derived from the
sea, greenhouse gas reduction, and carbon capture
and storage are all objectives within marine and
ocean space on the Pacific Coast. Full electrification
and converting to the use of alternative green fuels,
including hydrogen, is the future of marine vessels
as the marine industry seeks to reduce greenhouse
gases and aims for a zero-carbon future. The marine
industry is evolving and adapting essential practices
to care and value the earth we all share.
Finally, family matters. Having a sustainable career
while staying connected to the community that
calls you home is truly important. Familial relations
connected to the land and the sea matter. And that
deserves to be protected and celebrated. The BC
marine industry believes in these values and can
provide training and long-term career options all
within the nearness of your family.
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HIGHLIGHTED INDIGENOUS-LED
ORGANIZATIONS:
» MBS Techservices
» RaceRocks 3D
» Raven Marine Services

A PATHWAY JUST FOR ME:
Indigenous Skills and Employment
Training Program (ISET)
Aboriginal Community Career
Employment Services Society
(ACCESS)
Coast Salish Employment & Training
Society (CSETS)
Camosun Coastal Centre: Aboriginal
Marine Training & Employment
Program (AMTEP)
BC Institute of Technology – Bridge
Watch Certificate Program
Camosun Indigenous Peoples Trades
Training
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Spotlight Story:

JACKLYN RENTON
“The view is always changing,
which means we are always
adapting...”

Role: 		

Relief Master

Company: BC Ferries
Location:
		

Powell River,
BC

Adapting is achieving. It is opening
yourself to what could be. Jacklyn
created her career of working at
sea and coming home to her son
every night. The strength of her First
Nations Band in Lytton, BC, and the
encouragement of her father allowed
her to soar, creating a place where
she belonged. Achieving the best for
yourself can be found in the marine
industry.

DID YOU
K NOW ?
While the marine industry
is known for seafaring, the
marine industry has a host
of opportunities available
onshore as well. Working
on land and with incredible
views makes the marine
industry a desirable place to
create a meaningful career.
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Spotlight Story:

JORDAN HARPER
“If you like a challenge, jump on
board, believe in yourself and give
it a shot.”

Role: 		
		

Red Seal Steel 		
Fabricator

Company: Seaspan
Location:

Obstacles are opportunities. This is
what makes our human spirit: we rise
above and do the impossible. It was
that way for Jordan. He knows what
it is to live with obstacles and create
opportunities for himself and his
family. And others have followed him
– even his own father.

Vancouver, BC

DID YOU
K NOW ?
Marine industry members are currently partnering with BCIT and Camosun
College to create initiatives tied to and led by the T’Sou-ke Nation in their
SNEKE Centre (marine training, testing and trials, technology and innovation).
The Camosun Coastal Centre (formerly known as IMTARC) has a history of
partnering with the Songhees, Esquimalt, and Musqueam Nations in training
programs ranging from Ship Repair Entry Level Training and Shipyard Labour
certifications to Welding (Red Seal) apprenticeships. Vancouver Island and the
coastlines of BC contain the organizations and training programs close to your
home and communities.
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MORE THAN JUST
THE HOPE OF THE FUTURE.
YOU ARE THE FUTURE.
Drown out the voices. Listen to yours. What is it
saying?

YOUTH

Maybe you want to be a part of a bigger picture.
Maybe you want to contribute to a greater cause.
Maybe you want to have an adventure.
What you want and what is possible are two
things that don’t have to be compromised. The
marine industry offers a variety of careers and
pathways that allow you do to what you love with a
competitive salary, marked with waves of adventure
and discovery. From professional positions to
hands-on building, there really is so much you can
do.
The marine industry is a high-tech industry with
autonomous underwater vehicles, 3D imaging,
visual analytics, and a variety of technical processes
aimed at lowering the carbon impact, matching the
pace and growth of information technologies and
embracing and pursuing new innovations.
Your degree means something. And your time to
invest in your education is worth it.
You might be fascinated with mathematics or you
find curiosities with computer technology. Making
scientific discoveries or engineering a new idea are
all the beginnings of a meaningful career. Grab on to
it. Live it. You deserve it.
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Spotlight Story:

CASSIDY QUAITE
“The sector is one of innovation
and mindfulness coming
together.”

Role: 		
		
		

Full Stack 		
Software
Developer 		

New technologies within the marine
industry are not just a temporal
wave, but an endless ocean. This is
what Cassidy sees. Her immersion in
tech after graduating as a chemistry
major gave her an office with a view.
The energy and innovation in the
industry created a niche place for
Cassidy. A place where she belongs.

Company: BRNKL
Location:

Victoria, BC

DID YOU
K NOW ?
Graduates from ocean science
and technology programs in
BC are in high demand within
the industry and offer highpaying careers. Graduates
drive innovation within the
marine industry.
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DID YOU K NOW ?
The University of British Columbia and the University of Victoria operate world
class ocean science institutions that perform vital ocean research, ecosystem
restoration and ecological sustainability research. BCIT is another collegiate
partner providing training for high-tech careers essential for the industry.
Found in BC, Ocean Networks Canada is a world-leading research facility
collecting physical, chemical, biological and geological data on the ocean to
create greening processes for the marine industry.

A PATHWAY JUST FOR ME:
Vancouver Island University Marine Trades
& Apprenticeships
			
BC Institute of Technology Marine Campus
Camosun College Marine Industry Training
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REDEFINING THE INDUSTRY
– ONE WOMAN AT A TIME.

WOMEN

It’s the 21st century and a woman’s place is where she
wants to be. Women like you are the ones the marine
industry needs to sustain growth. The industry is
evolving to reflect the voices and ingenuity of femaleled initiatives.
Balancing a family and a career can be challenging.
But neither need to be sacrificed. The marine industry
provides opportunities that allow you to work by the
sea and live at home. There are niche pathways where
past experiences and education can create a career
that is unique and meaningful to you. Work and family
can find harmony.
While the culture of the marine industry has largely
been male-driven, male-dominated, and male-managed,
women are changing this. They are leaders. They are
managers. They are innovators. Gender gaps are slowly
closing. Inclusion is no longer a buzzword. There is a
place for you.
Opportunities to begin a career in the marine industry
can begin now, no matter your age. With or without
industry education or experience, there are supports
and ways to achieve a meaningful career within the
marine industry. Non-traditional occupations are the
new wave for women in the marine industry. Become
another woman on the water.
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HIGHLIGHTED WOMAN-LED
ORGANIZATIONS:
3D Maritime, Inc.
Arktos Developments
Ocean Pacific Marine
Open Ocean Robotics
International Submarine
Engineering Ltd
» Titan Boats
» RaceRocks 3D
» SEAMOR Marine
»
»
»
»
»

A PATHWAY JUST FOR ME:
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

BC Centre for Women in the Trades (BCCWITT)
BC Institute of Technology (BCIT) Women in the Trades
Camosun College Women In Trades
WorkBC & Women
Industry Training Authority (ITA) Women in the Trades
Prior Learning Assessment Recognition (PLAR)
International Credential Evaluation Services (ICES)
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Spotlight Story:

MICHELLE KANG
“You are physically seeing a ship
being built from one sheet of
steel. The camaraderie . . . it’s
like family.”
International opportunities and local
adventures were the seascape for
Michelle.

Role: 		

First Engineer

Company: BC Ferries
Location:

Victoria, BC

A mother and wife, Michelle’s
journey from Sea Cadet to First
Engineer for BC Ferries provided a
niche pathway to do what she loves
while balancing her home life. There
are possibilities and they are here
for you.

DID YOU
K NOW ?
Women who select maledominant apprenticeships
earn 27% more than women
who study female dominant
trades. That’s right. The
marine industry has
incentives, not only to make
a competitive wage but
to include women in ways
never seen before.
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Spotlight Story:

JENNIFER MICHELL
“You can come in and get trained
up if you’re eager. There is
something to be said for
learning from the ground up.”
For Jennifer, boat building runs in the
family.
Titan Boats has built its reputation
for high-quality, custom watercrafts
with clients including the RCMP,
Department of Fisheries and Oceans,
and other jurisdictional agencies
as far away as Vietnam, Qatar and
Slovenia.

Role: 		
		
		

Organizational
Development 		
Manager

Company: Titan Boats
Location:

“I have seen it grow from the
basement to here,” says Michell. “It’s
super satisfying.”.

Sidney, BC

DID YOU
K NOW ?
Female workers are joining the blue-collar workforce, leading organizations,
and managing sites just like their male counterparts. While marine trades are
seeing women fill in the gaps, there is ample space for women throughout
the sector, with or without university degrees.
The sky . . . rather, the sea is the limit.
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NEWCOMERS

WHERE RECOGNITION
MATTERS
In the last two years, over 44,000 immigrants made
BC their home (Statista, 2022).
Foreign-born people make up about one-fifth of
Canada’s population, making Canada the 8th largest
newcomer populated country in the world.
One in three Canadian businesses are immigrant
owned and almost 100% of labour market growth is
dependent on immigration.
In other words, newcomers get the job done.

A PATHWAY JUST FOR ME:
Federal Skilled Immigration Program

Prior Learning Assessment Recognition (PLAR)

International Credential Evaluation Services (ICES)
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You deserve a job that is meaningful, maybe even familiar. Arriving to a
new place can be difficult to navigate and providing for your family is
essential in making a life in your new home. BC recognizes the difficulty
for newcomers to find careers connected to their experience and skill
sets. With the marine industry, those career connections are possible.
The marine industry provides multiple pathways to multiple careers. The
skills and experiences you came with do not have to go unused. With
experience and prior learning assessments, the marine industry builds
on what you have and expands it. With education and training programs
to match your individual experience, a highly competitive career is yours
for the taking. Federal and Provincial immigration streams also provide a
pathway for your career to succeed.
Even without previous marine industry experience, as a newcomer you
can find a fulfilling job within the marine industry – one that is diverse
with a community of people from around the world. Where a stranger
can belong.
Whether you’re new to BC or new to Canada, the marine industry can
offer a competitive salary and proximity to family, helping you thrive
instead of survive.

HIGHLIGHTED IMMIGRANT-LED
ORGANIZATIONS:
»
»
»
»
»

LaserCAM Fabrication
Allsalt Maritime
Think Sensor
Meridian Marine
SEAMOR Marine
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Spotlight Story:

RAMAN KAPIL

“These are multi-generation jobs.
No other industry can say this. I
could build something that could
go on for years and get better
every year.”
Role: 		
		

President and
CFO

Company: LaserCAM
		
Fabrication
Location:

An immigrant to Canada, Raman’s
mission was to create a meaningful
contribution to his new home country.
He not only built something that will
last on BC’s waters, but he built a
legacy that will last for generations to
come.

Langford, BC

DID YOU
K NOW ?
The west coast hosts the
world’s largest shipping
routes and partners with
global leaders of trade.
Vancouver is one of
Canada’s largest ports
and the most diverse port
in North America. Marine
industry growth in Asia and
South America is increasing
demand for marine industry
work in BC.
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Spotlight Story:

KELLY BOXHALL
“A diverse team pays
dividends.”

Role: 		
		
		

Deputy Project
Manager for		
Submarines

Company: Babcock 			
		
Canada
Location:

Moving a young family from Scotland
to Canada had challenges. But more
than that, it had opportunities. Kelly’s
knowledge of mechanical engineering
made her an ideal candidate for the
marine industry. Where she came
from was just as important as where
she was going. And her career
deserved the same.

Victoria, BC

DID YOU
K NOW ?
The marine industry has
global representation in
its workforce and many
organizations have a
family-oriented staff.
Competitive salaries and
proximity to family make
the marine industry an
ideal career.
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WHY THE
MARINE
INDUSTRY?
A. It is innovation beyond imagination.
BC’s marine industry is a global leader in several innovative technologies
that range from low and zero-carbon solutions. Marine propulsion to ocean
sensors providing real-time data assist in creating these solutions.
Processes and methods for boats and ships are quickly moving towards
autonomous operations through the use of digitization tools and the
Internet of Things. BC is globally renowned for its advanced capabilities in
underwater sensors, Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUV), Remotely
Operated Vehicles (ROV), meteorological buoys, energy storage systems,
hydrogen fuel cells, naval architecture and ship design software. These are
a few of many where the provincial industry is making its mark in the global
marine and ocean space.
Residents in BC have a variety of opportunities
to secure a career that contributes to world
leading ocean research efforts. As an example,
Ocean Networks Canada (ONC) employs over
100 researchers to monitor the west, east and
north coasts of Canada to deliver real-time
data for scientific research. ONC uses cabled
observatories, remote control systems and
interactive sensors to provide evidence-based
decision making on ocean management, disaster
mitigation and environmental protection. This
research will help communities, governments
and the industry to make informed decisions and
implement policies which will sustain and care for
our ocean spaces.
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B. It is greening beyond believing.
The future is a zero-carbon. Canada has a target of conserving 30 percent
of its oceans with solutions in protecting marine life and nature-based and
conservation actions by 2030.
To meet these targets and to create a negative carbon environment, ONC
is working on carbon capture and storage under the world’s oceans. The
Vancouver Maritime Centre for Climate (VMCC) is establishing itself as an
International Maritime Organization (IMO) Centre of Excellence for Low
Carbon Shipping. The future of maritime propulsion is green hydrogenpowered engines. BC is well-positioned to advance this opportunity with
companies working on hydrogen proton exchange membrane fuel cells
and Canada’s first hydrogen powered vessel.
Additionally, IMO is designating certain areas of the world’s oceans as
Emission Protected Areas. One of these areas runs along the western shores
of North America including all of BC’s coastal waters. This designation
encouraged the province to move towards low and zero carbon solutions
for marine vessels including using alternative fuels and electrification.
Short sea shipping organizations in BC, including ferries, have converted
their marine propulsion systems to run on Liquified Natural Gas (LNG) as an
interim measure to reduce greenhouse gases while transitioning to vessels
that run solely on batteries, recharging at their terminals.
Offshore wind farms as well as tidal and wave energy generation initiatives
are being explored and trialed as marine-based renewable energy solutions
for remote communities on BC’s coast. These communities are reliant
on generators burning diesel fuel. The newly created Centre of Ocean
Applied Sustainable Technologies (COAST) brings new entrepreneurs and
fast growing small and medium-sized BC blue tech enterprises together
to pursue ecological and environmentally friendly solutions to diesel fuel
dependencies. Growing sustainable commercial opportunities in Canada’s
blue economy are key components of BC’s marine industry environmental
targets.
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C. It is opportunity beyond ambiguity.
BC’s physical oceanography includes 27,000 kilometres of coastline that feature
ecological diversity with fjords, inlets and tidal currents. BC’s location makes
the marine landscape ideal for ocean research, technology and invention.
By the year 2027, the marine industry in BC will grow exponentially while
over 50% of its workforce is destined to retire. This vast exit will create many
diverse and well-paying job opportunities. Efforts are underway in the industry
to create a modern, environmentally sustainable workforce with gender and
ethnic diversity to make the marine industry a place of vast opportunities for
women, youth, immigrants and Indigenous communities and people.
The industry needs highly skilled and innovative workers to meet evolving
changes and demand within the industry. Artificial Intelligence (AI), machine
learning, big data and digitization, Internet of Things, augmented and virtual
reality, and block chain are all areas that are having an ever-increasing impact
on BC’s marine industry.

WHERE DO I BEGIN?
Your story and your pathway are your own to make. There
are so many ways and so many paths to take. Do not be
overwhelmed. It can start simple.
The Association of BC Marine Industries created a pathways
website that provides simple direction and connection to
employers, education, training and additional information
needed to begin your journey.
Simply visit careers.abcmi.ca and see where the ocean takes
you.
Remember, you are the marine industry. There is a place for
you in the story and in the pages yet to be written.
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EPILOGUE

Legends. Myths. Folklore. We
have heard things said and
imagined how things were. And
while every story has a source of
truth, things aren’t always as they
seem.
The Marine Industry might be
known for some tales but it is
also known for other truths.
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FROM MY TH TO MERIT
MY TH #1:
THE M A R INE INDUSTRY
IS A N OLD BOYS CLUB
In the past, the marine industry has predominantly been a place for male
workers and leaders. And while men make up much of the workforce, the
gender gaps are beginning to close. Women are redefining the industry.
Women-led organizations, initiatives and efforts are beginning to evolve.
There is a place for women.

Female workers are joining the
blue-collar workforce, leading
organizations and managing projects
and work sites.

Women make up 23% of the workforce
in the Marine Professional Services
and Ocean Science & Technology
Subsectors. Within the other subsectors
the proportion of women and Indigenous
workers is increasing.

Women who select male-dominant
apprenticeships earn 27% more than
women who study female dominant
trades (Statistics Canada, 2019).
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MY TH #2:
IT’S JUST A PL ACE FOR TR A DE S
Trades are important, it is true. And they are essential in growing and
sustaining the marine industry’s subsectors. But the marine industry is
more than trades. There are positions in management, project leadership,
administrative support, IT, science, sales, technology, data analytics, research
and so much more. The marine industry has ample opportunities for those
with post-graduate degrees.
The sky . . . rather, the sea is the limit. Work near the water and live your life
at home.
Diesel Engine Mechanic
Electrician, Industrial
Electrician, Marine

Apprenticeship

Inboard/Outboard Engine Mechanic
Marine Service Technician

WHMIS

Marine Survey

Metal Fabricator (Fitter)
Construction Safety TrainingSystem

ON

or Diploma

TI

U
D
GRA

Chief Engineer

A

English 12
Mechatronics 12

GRA

Project Manager
(PMP)
Boating 1

ON

Marine Electronic
Technologist
SmallVessel Operator

TI

Calculus 12

Physics 12

Maritime Radio Operator

Truck Driver

Engine & Drivetrain 12

U

Steward

Machining &Welding 11/12

D

Electronics 11/12

Robotics12

A

Core
Grade 11–12
courses

Marine Pilot

ION
ATMetalwork 12

START

GRA

Marketing/Sales

Maritime Radio Operator

Marine Upholsterer

FOODSAFE

Boating 1

Bridgewatch/
Deckhand

Youth WORK inTrades
(formerly SSA)

Drafting 11/12

Direct-to-Work

Youth TRAIN inTrades
(formerly ACE-IT)

Engine & Drivetrain 12

ON GR AD
I
U
ATMetalwork 12

Mobile Crane Operator

D

U

Senior Manager
Natural and Applied Science
Policy Analyst/Researcher
Naval Architect

Yard Labourer

Mechanical Engineer
Marine Biologist

Degree

Electrical Engineer
Accountant

(p. 7, Ministry of Education CareerZone map)
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MY TH #3:
IT’S A DIRT Y JOB .

Every job has some element of getting dirty. Dirt is a part of life. But it is not
always a part of working within the marine industry. There are a variety of
positions and careers which keep your hands and collars clean.

Computer
Science

Engineering

Electrical and
Electronic
Engineering

Electrical
Technicians

Building &
ConstructionFinishing
Management &
Inspection

Stationary Energy
Sources Installer
and Operator

Ground
Transportation

Ocean Science
and Research

Policy and
Law-Making

Marketing and
Sales

Business and
Commerce

Project
Managers

“I personally never saw myself working in the industry –
didn’t know much about it but saw it as a boys club and
old school visions of grease and working on boats in a
shipyard, but there is so much innovation happening and
variety of different needs for skills and new jobs that we
don’t associate with the industry.”
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MY TH #4:
NO JOB SECUR IT Y.

The evolution of the marine industry
is not only growing but opportunities
are expanding.

SECTOR EMPLOYMENT BY REGION

High retirement rates and a high
demand for innovative technologies
and greening solutions make the
marine industry one of the most
sustainable and long-standing career
options in BC.
84% of management teams across
the sector will retire by 2027
(Malatest & Associates, 2018).

31%
64%

Island/Coast

Lower Mainland
& Vancouver

Industry demand is expected to result in an
additional 5,456 jobs for the sector by 2027.

5%

North
& Interior

The current job vacancy rate for the industry is
4.9%, much higher than the provincial vacancy rate
for all industries (3.2%).
In the coming years, a large percentage of the workforce will need
to be replaced if the sector is to keep up with projected growth. By
2027, almost 40% of the current workforce will have retired.
An estimated average of 1,660 jobs each year will need to be filled to
sustain the Industrial Marine Sector.
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MY TH #5: LOW WAGE S .

Sustaining a life in a location you love shouldn’t require multiple jobs.
The marine industry offers competitive wages and salaries which will
allow for you and your family to thrive instead of survive.

The average salary for a Marine Engineer in Vancouver is
near $120k CAD and higher for those with a Bachelor’s
Degree.
Naval architects, surveyors and drafters make over
$100k a year.

Project Managers and Leads can easily acquire an
introductory salary of over $80k.

Technicians start at an average of $35 per hour.
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careers.abcmi.ca

